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Abstract—As technology keeps scaling down, hardware variability, such as process variations (PV) and negative bias temperature

instability (NBTI), emerges as a growing challenge in the modern GPGPUs (general-purpose computing on graphics processing units).

PV induces significant delay variations statically, while NBTI dynamically slows down the GPGPUs. Each computing core (i.e.,

streaming multiprocessor) in GPGPUs supports thousands of simultaneously active threads, and requires a large register file. Such a

sizable register file is very sensitive to the hardware variability, and becomes one of the major units in determining the core frequency. In

this study, we propose a set of techniques that mitigate both the PV and NBTI impacts on GPGPUs register file. In order to mitigate the

susceptibility to PV, we first develop a novel mechanism that classifies registers into fast and slow categories in the highly-banked

register architecture to maximize the frequency improvement. We then leverage the unique features in GPGPU applications to

effectively tolerate the extra access delay to the slow registers. Moreover, we propose to dynamically balance the utilization across

registers to further tolerate the NBTI degradation. Our experimental results show that our proposed techniques optimize GPGPUs

performance by 22 percent on average under both PV and NBTI effects.

Index Terms—Hardware variability, process variations (PV), negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), aging, GPGPUs, register file

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, GPUs possess strong computing power by
executing thousands of threads in parallel, and have

been widely adopted for the general-purpose computing,
known as GPGPUs. As the process technology scales down
in recent years, hardware variability, including both process
variations (PV) and negative bias temperature instability
(NBTI), becomes severer and is a growing threat to modern
GPGPUs.

Process variation is the divergence of device parameters
from their nominal values, which is caused by the challeng-
ing manufacture process at very small feature technologies.
PV induces delay variations among critical paths and causes
timing errors. To ensure that processors run as expected, the
maximum clock frequency (FMAX) has to be limited by the
worst critical path delay, leading to substantial performance
loss. For example, the chip frequency degrades as much as
22 percent in 45 nm process technology due to PV [3]. And
the frequency degradation becomes more significant with
the continuous shrinking in feature size. The PV impact is
exacerbated in modern GPGPUs which contain tremendous
amount of parallel critical paths to deliver high computing
throughput. Thus, the possibility that one path fails to meet

the timing speculations increases substantially, which forces
a severe decrease on FMAX in GPGPUs compared to that in
CPUs [11], [12].

While PV causes delay variations statically, negative bias
temperature instability gradually slows down the processor
at run time. NBTI increases the threshold voltage in PMOS
transistor when logic “0” is applied to the gate, this is also
known as that the PMOS transistor is at the stress stage. The
longer the PMOS is under the stress, the higher the threshold
voltage becomes. As a result, the switching speed of the cir-
cuit decreases, leading to potential timing violations. The
processor has to run at a lower frequency, known as the
guardband, to absorb theNBTI impact. Previouswork shows
NBTI induces 25 percent performance degradation in 3 years
under 45 nm process technology [37]. In GPGPUs, the high
performance execution significantly stresses the critical paths
which could suffer even more serious NBTI degradations
[37], [38], [39].

The static variations due to the PV impact and the
dynamic variations due to the NBTI impact can be aggre-
gated, which substantially decrease the FMAX in GPGPUs.
This motivates us to explore techniques to efficiently miti-
gate the hardware variability in GPGPUs, therefore, ensur-
ing their high computational throughputs and performance.

GPGPUs support a great number of parallel threads and
implement a zero overhead context switch among threads
to hide the long latency operations. This requires an
extremely large register file (RF) to keep the states and con-
tents of all active threads. For instance, the register file size
is 2 MB in NVIDIA Fermi [16] and 6 MB in AMD Cayman
[17]. In recent GPUs product generations, the register file
size is continuously increasing to afford a greater number of
threads executing simultaneously in the streaming multi-
processor (SM) [16], [18]. Such a large register file includes
numerous parallel critical paths, and is quite sensitive to
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process variations. Therefore, RF becomes one of the major
units that affect the frequency and performance [33]. Mean-
while, the extensive use of RF to hold the state of each
thread makes it greatly stressed and suffering heavy NBTI
degradations [39], which further degrades the performance.
As the first step to boost the GPUs performance under the
impact of hardware variability, we mainly focus on tolerat-
ing the PV and NBTI impacts on the variability hotspot, i.e.,
register file, in this study.

The unique, i.e., highly-banked, register architecture
design in GPGPUs provides a promising direction to effi-
ciently tolerate the hardware variability. However, generic
PV and NBTI mitigation techniques, such as adaptive body
biasing (ABB) [19] and gate sizing [20], fail to exploit this
unique feature and could cause considerable power and area
overhead when directly applied to GPGPUs register file. In
this paper, we propose to characterize and further leverage
this highly-banked architecture feature to effectively miti-
gate the susceptibility of GPGPUs register file to variations.
Note that we assume other PV- and NBTI-sensitive struc-
tures, such as streaming processors, are handled by conven-
tional variability tolerancemechanisms (e.g., ABB).

In order to mitigate the susceptibility to PV, we first
develop a novel mechanism that classifies registers into fast
and slow categories in the highly-banked register architec-
ture to maximize the frequency improvement. We then
leverage the unique features in GPGPU applications to
effectively tolerate the extra access delay to the slow regis-
ters. Moreover, we propose to dynamically balance the utili-
zation across registers to further tolerate the NBTI
degradation. The contributions of this work are as follows:

� We observe that PV exhibits much stronger system-
atic effects in the vertical direction than that in the
horizontal direction within each RF bank. We then
propose a coarse-grain register classification mecha-
nism by vertically dividing each RF bank into sub-
banks, and applying the variable-latency technique
at the sub-bank level (VL-SB). VL-SB is able to attain
the same frequency improvement as the fine-grain
classification at the register level.

� We further propose RF bank re-organization (RF-
BRO) to virtually combine sub-banks with the same
speed type (i.e., fast, and slow) at the chip test time.
Thus, the same-named registers in a RF bank entry
share the uniform access delay, and the newly
formed RF banks can be classified into fast and slow
categories.

� In order to mitigate the IPC (instructions per cycle)
loss caused by the slow RF banks access under VL-
SB+RF-BRO, we propose to grant warps that heavily
use fast RF banks a higher issue priority (in GPGPUs,
threads are executed in warps). It forces fast RF
banks to serve more threads and minimizes the use
of slow RF banks, and also appropriately enlarges
the progress difference among warps to effectively
hide stalls caused by the long-latency operations.

� We then propose to virtually buildmultiple hybrid RF
banks: each is composed of both fast and slow sub-
banks. And only their fast sub-bank portions are
enabled to hold registers for active threads in partially

active warps. Thus their unused slow sub-bank por-
tions have no impact on the RF access delay.

� We observe that NBTI causes different latency incre-
ment to different RF banks due to the uneven utiliza-
tion across all banks. We propose to dynamically
rename the RF banks required by each block at its
allocation time (in GPGPUs, threads are allocated to
SM at the granularity of blocks) to the virtual RF
banks explored in our RF-BRO technique. This
mechanism considers the uneven bank utilizations
in the NBTI tolerance and shrinks the required
guardband under the aggregated PV and NBTI
effects.

� Finally, to well capture the aggregated PV and NBTI
effects at run time, we further propose to re-organize
the virtual RF banks at the kernel level.

By combining all the explored techniques together, we
achieve 22 percent performance improvement compared to
the baseline case without any optimization under the
impact of hardware variability (i.e., PV and NBTI).

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 GPGPUs Architecture and Its Register File

The key component of a typical GPU is the in-order stream-
ing multiprocessor [1]. Fig. 1 illustrates the SM microarchi-
tecture [27]. In this paper, we study the NVIDIA CUDA
programming model. In CUDA, the GPU executes highly-
parallel kernel functions. The kernel is composed of a grid
of light-weighted threads; a grid is divided into a set of
blocks; each block is composed of hundreds of threads.
Threads are distributed to SMs at the granularity of blocks.

Threads in the SM execute on the SPMD model. A num-
ber of individual threads (i.e., 32 threads in Nvidia GPUs)
from the same block are grouped together, called warp. In
the pipeline, threads within a warp execute the same
instruction but with different data values. Each SM inter-
leaves multiple warps on a cycle-by-cycle basis. At every
cycle, an instruction warp that is ready for execution is
selected and issued by a scheduler, and all threads belong-
ing to that warp access the register file simultaneously. The
execution of a branch instruction in the warp may cause
warp divergence when some threads jump while others fall
through at the branch. Threads in a diverged warp have to
execute in serial fashion which causes multiple lanes to be
idle in the SPMD pipeline. The load/store instruction may
cause the off-chip memory access that can last hundreds of

Fig. 1. An overview of streaming multiprocessor microarchitecture (SP:
streaming processor; SFU: special functional units; LD/ST: load store
units).
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cycles, and a long latency memory transaction from one
thread would stall all threads within a warp.

In Nvidia PTX standard, an instruction can read up to 4
registers and write 1 register. Therefore, register file in the
SM is heavily-banked (e.g., 16 or 32 banks) instead of multi-
ported to provide high bandwidth, and multiple register
operands required by one instruction can be read from dif-
ferent banks concurrently [1], [23], [24], [25], [26], [28], [29].
Each RF bank is equipped with dual ports to support 1 read
and 1 write per cycle. Each entry in the bank is 128-byte
wide to hold 32 same-named registers [23], [24]. During the
register access, the RF bank ID is obtained based on the
warp ID and register ID, and the port attached to that RF
bank is activated to serve the access request.

Ideally, the register access for an instruction warp finishes
in one cycle [23]. This is not the case when multiple register
access requests map to the same bank and cause a bank con-
flict. In that case, requests have to be served sequentially,
which extends the register access time to multiple cycles and
hurts the performance. In order to reduce the possibility of
bank conflicts, registers in a warp are distributed across the
RF banks. Since multiple source operands for an instruction
warp may not be read at the same cycle due to the bank con-
flicts, operand collectors (shown in Fig. 1) are applied to
buffer the operands. One instruction warp will be allocated
one operand collector once issued by the scheduler. When all
required operands are ready in its assigned operand collec-
tor, the instruction warp proceeds into the execution stage
and releases its operand collector resources.

2.2 Process Variations

Process variations are a combination of random effects (e.g.,
due to random dopant fluctuations) and systematic effects
(e.g., due to lithographic lens aberrations) that occur during
transistor manufacturing. Random variations refer to ran-
dom fluctuations in parameters from die to die and device to
device. Systematic variations refer to layout-dependent var-
iations which cause nearby devices to share similar parame-
ters. Among the design parameters, effective channel length
(Leff ) and threshold voltage (Vth) are two key parameters
subject to large variations [13]. The high Vth and Leff varia-
tions cause high variations in transistor switching speed.

2.3 Negative Bias Temperature Instability

Negative Bias Temperature Instability is caused by the gen-
eration of interface trap in the silicon/oxide interface of
PMOS transistors. When a negative voltage (Vgs ¼ �Vdd) is
applied to the gate of the PMOS transistor, the silicon-
hydrogen (Si-H) bonds at the silicon/oxide interface are
broken and generate the interface traps. The interface traps
capture electrons flowing from the source to the drain. As a
result, Vth increases and the transistor becomes slower. This
process is called stress. When the transistor’s delay exceeds
the timing specifications, the timing error occurs. The
increase in Vth can be modeled as [39]:

DVth�stress ¼
�
Kv

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tstress

p þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DVth�t0

2n
p �2n

; (1)

where tstress is the PMOS stress time, Kv is determined by
the electrical field, temperature, and supply voltage, n is the

time exponent parameter which is 1/6 in this case, DVth�t0 is
the initial Vth variation due to process variations.

NBTI degradation can also be partially recovered by
removing the stress voltage, which helps to heal the inter-
face traps and partially recovers Vth. This process is called
recovery. The overall increase of Vth considering both stress
and recovery phases can be described as [40]:

DVth ¼ DVth�stress

 

1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

htrec
tstress þ trec

r !

; (2)

where trec is the recovery time and h is equal to 0.35.

3 MITIGATING THE PV IMPACT ON GPGPUS

REGISTER FILE

3.1 Modeling the PV Impact on GPGPUs
Register File

In this study, we leverage the SRAM timing error model in
VARIUS [13], and modify it to model the PV effects on
GPGPUs register file. We focus on the 32 nm process tech-
nology that is generally used in the state-of-the-art GPUs
[26]. We set the WID correlation distance coefficient f as 0.5,
and assume Vth’s s=m = 12%, Leff ’s s=m = 6% [9], [13], the
random and systematic components have equal variances
for both Vth and Leff [4], [9], [13]. Fig. 2 shows an example
of Vth variation map for GPGPUs register file. This figure
indicates Vth has large variation across the whole register
file. Note that we also perform the sensitivity analysis by
varying the ratio between the random and systematic com-
ponents when evaluating our proposed techniques in Sec-
tion 6.4. We generate 100 chips for statistical analysis, and
present the averaged result.

Note that each SM in GPGPUs exhibits different FMAX
under PV. We model SM-to-SM variations as the ratio of fre-
quencies of the fastest and the slowest SM in a GPGPUs
chip, and model the within-SM variations as the ratio of fre-
quencies of the fastest and slowest critical path. Based on
our experimental results, within-SM variations are 1.7
which is larger than SM-to-SM variations that are around
1.3. This is because each SM has numerous parallel critical
paths; while there are only tens of SMs. SM-to-SM variations
have been smoothed out as FMAX of each SM is determined
by the slowest critical path in it. Moreover, there have been
techniques letting each SM in GPGPUs run at their own
FMAX for PV mitigation [11]. We thus perform the variabil-
ity analysis within the SM. As mentioned in Section 1, regis-
ter file is one of the major structures that limit the SM
frequency, and we assume other PV-sensitive structures are
handled by conventional PV tolerance mechanisms. Thus,
the SM frequency is determined by the register file fre-
quency which is the reciprocal of the slowest register access
time. Fig. 3a demonstrates the register file frequency distri-
bution over 100 chips. There are 15 SMs in the Fermi archi-
tecture, and we use the averaged register file frequency
across SMs to represent the frequency for one chip. There-
fore, Fig. 3a mainly shows the impact of within-SM

Fig. 2. Vth variation map of GPGPUs register file.
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variations on frequency. As it shows, the mean frequency
degradation is 40 percent compared to GPUs without PV.
This is because numerous critical paths in GPGPUs register
file lead to the large within-SM variation which significantly
decreases the frequency.

3.2 Frequency Optimization for GPGPUs Register
File under Process Variations

3.2.1 Variable-Latency Sub-Banks (VL-SB) in GPGPUs

Register File

1) Extending VL-RF to GPGPUs RF
There have been several PV tolerant techniques explored

to optimize the multi-ported register file in CPUs [21], [22]
For instance, Liang et al. [21] proposed n% variable-latency
RF (n% VL-RF) to partition all registers read ports into fast
and slow categories. The slowest (100-n)% ports are marked
as slow and accessed in two cycles. They are not considered
in determining the frequency so that the chip frequency
increases in the presence of PV. When a slow port is
assigned to read a register, port switching technique is trig-
gered to switch to a fast port attached to the same register
and avoid the extra cycle delay.

In our baseline RF design, each SM is equipped with
128KB RF that is composed of 32K 32-bit registers. To
reduce the impact of the extremely slow registers and boost
the frequency under PV, one can apply the n% VL-RF tech-
nique to divide those 32K registers in the SM into fast and
slow categories depending on their access delay. Based on
our sensitivity analysis, setting n% as 70 percent delivers
the optimal trade-off between frequency and the amount of
slow registers. We implement the 70 percent variable-
latency register file (70 percent VL-RF): the slowest 30 per-
cent registers are classified into the slow category and will
take two cycles to finish the read/write operation; fre-
quency is determined by the slowest register of the remain-
ing 70 percent registers in the fast category.

However, the variable-latency RF causes serious IPC loss.
Recall that one operand access in an instruction warp
involves the parallel accesses to 32 same-named registers
from all threads within the warp. As long as there is one
slow register among those 32 registers, the operand access
latency is two cycles. In our baseline RF design [23], [24],
although the 32 same-named registers are implemented
close to each other and included in a single entry of the RF
bank, the PV exhibits weak systematic effects for such a

1,024-bit wide entry. As a result, most 32 same-named regis-
ters contain at least one slow register, and the operand
access latency is generally extended. We observe 23 percent
IPC degradation under 70 percent VL-RF compared to the
baseline case without any optimization under PV. More-
over, the variable-latency technique requires an extra bit
per register to record the speed information as fast or slow,
leading to large power and area overhead.

An alternative design to avoid the large IPC degradation
is to consider each 32 same-named registers as a group,
called register vector, and apply the 70 percent variable-
latency technique at the register vector level, namely, 70 per-
cent VL-RV. Similar to VL-RF, VL-RV requires an extra bit
per register vector and causes considerable power and area
overhead. More importantly, there is large delay variability
among registers within a register vector but the slowest one
determines its access delay. In other words, the variations at
register level are significantly smoothed out at the register
vector level. Thus, dividing register vectors into fast and
slow categories has limited effect on frequency optimization.

2) Variable-Latency Sub-Banks in RF
In our baseline RF design [23], [24], each RF bank holds

64 1,024-bit wide entries. Therefore, PV exhibits much stron-
ger systematic effects in the vertical direction than that in
the horizontal direction within each RF bank. In this study,
we focus on this wide-entry RF architecture containing 16
banks, and the explored techniques perfectly fit to other RF
architecture which is discussed in Section 3.2.4.

We propose n% variable-latency sub-banks in GPGPUs
register file (named as VL-SB) that vertically divides each
RF bank into several sub-banks, and registers within each
sub-bank share the same access speed that is constrained by
the slowest one. Sub-banks exhibit distinct access delay,
and the slowest (100-n)% ones are marked as slow. There is
small delay variability among registers contained in a sub-
bank due to the systematic effects, therefore, the large varia-
tions at register level is well maintained at the sub-bank
level in VL-SB, which maximizes the frequency improve-
ment under the VL technique.

Note that both read and write delay is considered in VL-
SB. We observe that sub-banks with long (short) read delay
are highly likely to exhibit long (short) write delay under
the impact of systematic variations. This makes the sub-
banks classification quite straightforward, and leads to only
two categories that are fast read + fast write (i.e., fast sub-
bank) and slow read + slow write (i.e., slow sub-bank). We
choose to divide each RF bank into two sub-banks because
further aggressively performing the finer-grained partition
(i.e., four sub-banks or more) does not lead to an obvious
frequency increase based on our sensitivity analysis. As can
be seen, only 32 bits are required to keep the speed informa-
tion for the 32 sub-banks in VL-SB, which causes negligible
area overhead.

Since PV also causes delay variability among SMs in the
same GPGPUs chip, one can change the value of n% during
the sub-banks partition in different SMs to ensure the uni-
form frequency across SMs. In that case, each SM has dis-
tinct number of fast sub-banks which may affect the IPC. It
is encouraged to employ the per-SM clocking as discussed
in [11], we thus keep the uniform partition criterion (i.e., 70
percent) for each SM, and our techniques are orthogonal to

Fig. 3. Register file frequency distribution of 100 chips for (a) baseline,
(b) 70 percent VL-RV, and (c) 70 percent VL-SB under process varia-
tions. The frequency of each chip is normalized to the chip without PV.
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the previously explored inter-SM level PV mitigation mech-
anisms [11].

Figs. 3b, 3c justify the effectiveness of 70 percent VL reg-
ister vectors and 70 percent VL sub-banks by showing the
RF frequency distribution when the two techniques are
enabled, respectively. Every 32 nearby register vectors in
VL-RV are grouped into an array to keep the same area
overhead as VL-SB for a fair comparison. This makes 32
arrays in total, and the slowest one in the fastest 70 percent
arrays decides the frequency. As Fig. 3b demonstrates, the
mean frequency in 70 percent VL-RV increases by 10 per-
cent compared to the baseline case presented in Fig. 3a,
while 70 percent VL-SB in Fig. 3c is able to boost the mean
frequency by 15 percent.

Note that the structural redundancy technique [12],
which adds redundant structures to the processor as spares,
is not applicable to eliminate the slowest x% critical paths in
GPGPUs RF for frequency boosting. If just applying redun-
dancy to replace the slowest x% register vectors which may
distribute across all the RF banks, the register mapping
becomes extremely complicated and impractical. If apply-
ing redundancy to replace the slowest x% RF banks, it will
cause considerable area overhead. Moreover, selective
word-line voltage boosting [2], which was applied to reduce
the cache line access latency under PV effect, is not applica-
ble to GPGPUs RF. Since RF is accessed more frequently
than caches, selective word-line voltage boosting will cause
considerable energy overhead to GPGPUs RF.

3.2.2 Register File Bank Re-Organization (RF-BRO)

The VL-SB technique faces the same challenge as VL-RF
since it distributes registers belonging to the same register
entry (i.e., register vector) into two sub-banks, which may
be classified into different categories. We further propose
RF bank re-organization (RF-BRO) on top of VL-SB that vir-
tually combines two sub-banks from the same category to
form a new RF bank. RF-BRO ensures the uniform access
latency during the parallel accesses to 32 same-named regis-
ters. An operand access from an instruction warp is able to
finish in one cycle as long as it is mapped to the newly
formed RF bank that is composed of two fast sub-banks.

Fig. 4 shows an example of applying 70 percent VL-SB
with RF-BRO on GPGPUs RF. When VL-SB is applied
(step i in Fig. 4), the 16 RF banks are vertically divided
into 32 sub-banks, and 22 of them are fast based on the
70 percent partition criterion (only five RF banks are
shown in Fig. 4 for the illustration purpose). However,
10 RF banks still need two cycles to finish the read/write
operation because they all contain slow sub-banks. With
the help of RF-BRO (step ii in Fig. 4), sub-banks with the

same type are virtually grouped to re-build the RF
banks. For example, the new RF bank 0 is composed of
sub-bank 0 and 5, and its access delay decreases to one
cycle as it gets rid of the slow sub-bank 1. As a result,
there are only five RF banks exhibiting two-cycle access
delay. In other words, the percentage of slow RF banks
reduces from 62.5 to 31.25 percent under RF-BRO.

3.2.3 The Implementation of VL-SB and RF-BRO

We divide the word-line in each RF bank into two segments
to obtain the sub-banks. This is a widely used method in
SRAM-based structures to reduce the delay [30] or save
dynamic power when only a single word is accessed in a
large cache [31]. Each word-line segment in the sub-bank is
equipped with a local decoder in our VL-SB.

The implementation of VL-SB is similar to that of the VL-
RF technique [21]: the speed information for each RF sub-
bank will be collected by using BSIT [32] at chip test time.
This information is used to mark each sub-bank as fast or
slow, and also set an appropriate SM frequency. Note that
the bank re-organization does not physically move any sub-
bank during the chip fabrication. It virtually re-builds the RF
banks by introducing a 16-entry bank organization table:
each entry in the table records the IDs of two sub-banks that
are assigned to the newly formed RF bank. In order to
implement the bank re-organization technique, the IDs and
the type (fast or slow) of every two same-type sub-banks
are configured into a ROM at the chip test time. They will
be loaded from the ROM and written into the SRAM-based
bank organization table once GPUs are powered on.

Fig. 5 depicts the implementation of the two proposed
techniques. During an operand access to the 32 same-
named registers, the RF bank ID obtained from the warp
and register IDs is used to index the bank organization
table, and retrieve IDs and the speed type of correspond-
ing sub-banks. The same entry in those two sub-banks
will be activated simultaneously for operand access. For
example, when RF bank 2 is accessed, sub-bank 1 and 4
are enabled as shown in Fig. 5. Meanwhile, the speed
type obtained from the table will be ANDed with a busy
signal, and a slow type leads to a distribution of the sig-
nal to all sub-banks. Only sub-banks that are activated to
fulfill this operand access will receive the busy signal
and save it into the attached latch. This is used to pre-
vent the pre-charge at next cycle to ensure the register
read lasting for two cycles and finishing correctly. In
GPGPUs RF, an arbitrator is applied to select a group of
non-conflicting accesses and send to the RF banks at
every cycle [23], [24], [26]. Therefore, the busy signal is
also sent to the RF arbitrator to stall the following regis-
ter read/write to the same RF bank.

Fig. 4. An example of applying 70 percent VL-SB (step i) and RF-BRO
(step ii)(sb:sub-bank).

Fig. 5. Hardware implementation of variable-latency sub-banks and reg-
ister file bank re-organization (RF-BFO).
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3.2.4 Feasibility in Alternative Register File Architecture

Alternative register file architectures are used in contempo-
rary GPGPUs. One example is to group four SIMD lanes in
an SM into a cluster, and eight clusters form a complete 32-
wide SM [28], [29]. In this case, each cluster contains four
register banks, and each entry in a bank is only 16-byte
wide that contains the register values for four threads in a
warp (i.e., four same-named registers). Thus 32 same-
named registers are distributed into eight banks (one bank
per cluster), and the same entries from eight RF banks are
accessed simultaneously for one operand access. As can be
seen, the systematic effects for those 32 same-named regis-
ters are weak since they are evenly distributed to different
clusters. Neither VL-RF nor VL-RV techniques could deliver
good frequency improvement. We can consider this nar-
row-width style RF architecture as vertically dividing the
1,024-bit wide register vectors (i.e., 32 same-named regis-
ters) into eight sub-banks. Thus the proposed RF-BRO tech-
nique can be directly applied for the performance
optimization under PV: we will not sub-divide each register
bank, instead we adopt the VL technique to those 16-byte
wide banks, and virtually re-organize eight banks with the
same speed to form the 32 same-named registers. In sum-
mary, our VL-SB RF design and the RF-BRO mechanism
built upon it are applicable to other GPGPUs RF design.

3.3 Migigating the IPC Degradation under VL-SB
and RF-BRO

Although the VL-SB+RF-BRO technique largely optimizes the
GPGPUs RF frequency under PV impacts, there are still about
30 percent slow banks among the virtually re-organized RF
banks, leading to around 9 percent IPC degradation based on
our experimental results shown in Section 6.1.We further pro-
pose to harness the unique characteristics inGPGPUs applica-
tions to minimize the IPC loss. Note that the slow (fast) RF
banks mentioned in this subsection are RF banks that are vir-
tually composed of two slow (fast) sub-banks under RF-BRO.

3.3.1 Register Mapping under VL-SB and RF-BRO

The SM in Fermi style architecture is armed with two warp
schedulers. Warps with odd and even IDs are dispatched
into those two schedulers, respectively. At every cycle, two
instruction warps are issued based on the round-robin
scheduling policy, and they are likely to have identical PC
since all threads in a kernel execute the same code. Mapping
the same-ID registers from different warps into the same
bank seriously exacerbates the bank conflicts, because dif-
ferent entries within a bank may be requested by the two
simultaneously issued instruction warps. Therefore, the reg-
ister-to-bank mapping mechanism follows the Eq. (3)

ðwarp IDþ register IDÞ%ðthe number of banksÞ (3)

to ensure that different banks hold the same-ID registers
across the warps. As Eq. (3) shows, consecutive warps tend
to map their same-ID registers into nearby RF banks. For
instance, R1 from warp0 and warp1 are mapped to bank 1
and bank 2, respectively. Generally, consecutive warps
exhibit strong data locality [8], their same-ID registers
should be allocated to RF banks with same speed type to

ensure they execute at similar progress. We propose to save
IDs of same-type sub-banks into consecutive entries in the
ROM at the chip test time, therefore, bank0-bank10 are fast
while bank11-bank15 are slow in the bank organization
table under VL-SB and RF-BRO techniques. More specifi-
cally, the virtual banks are sorted from the fastest to the
slowest in the bank organization table. By using Eq. (3),
there are a number of registers per warp mapping to the
slow RF banks. And the slow bank keeps registers with dif-
ferent IDs at the warp level. Fig. 6 demonstrates an example
of register mapping: R11-R15 from warp0 while R0-R4 from
warp11 are assigned to the slow RF bank11-bank15.

3.3.2 Fast-Bank Aware Register Mapping

It has been observed that around 50 percent of registers are
not even allocated by the compiler for the application execu-
tion [25]. This unique feature can be leveraged to minimize
the use of slow RF banks by mapping registers to fast banks
to the maximum degree during the kernel launch time. For
the benchmarks that have high RF utilization, slow banks
are used to ensure high level TLP. We find that a small set
of registers have much higher access frequency than other
registers allocated to the same warp, and they are usually
the registers with small ID. For instance, each warp in
benchmark BN (detailed experiment methodologies are in
Section 5) is assigned 14 register vectors, and R0-R2 are
used 250 percent more frequently than R3-R13. This is
because the compiler tends to re-use the small-ID registers.
We explore a novel fast-bank aware register mapping mech-
anism (named as FBA-RM) that consists of two steps: (1)
obtaining the register resource requirements at the kernel
launch time, and mapping registers only to fast banks if
they are large enough to hold all registers needed by the
parallel threads (i.e., reducing the number of RF banks to 11
in Eq. (3) during the mapping); (2) allocating the large-ID
registers to slow RF banks when they have to be used, there-
fore, the slow banks are rarely accessed. In that case, Eq. (3)
is used for small-ID registers to fast banks mapping and
large-ID registers to slow banks mapping, respectively.

The major disadvantage of the FBA-RM technique is the
increased bank conflicts as most RF accesses are limited to
fast banks, and it fails to effectively mitigate the IPC degra-
dation. In Section 6.1, we perform the detailed evaluation
about FBA-RM by comparing it with other proposed techni-
ques in the following sections.

3.3.3 Fast-Warp Aware Scheduling (FWAS) Policy

Considering that modifying the register mapping mecha-
nism to minimize the use of slow banks has little impact on

Fig. 6. The idea of FWAS. R0-R2 are frequently accessed small-ID regis-
ters. Warp 10-14 in block N are slow warps.
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performance optimization, we thus adopt the default map-
ping mechanism in Fermi and propose a set of methods to
hide the extra access delay on slow banks.

As Fig. 6 shows, the frequently accessed small-ID regis-
ters in a number of warps (e.g., warp 11) are mapped to
slow RF banks, which seriously delay their execution prog-
ress. And we define this kind of warp as slow warp. We fur-
ther define warps whose frequent register accesses in fast
banks as fast warps (e.g., warp 0). The execution progress
for fast warps is delayed somehow when the default warp
scheduling policy (i.e., round-robin) is applied. This is
because round-robin policy gives each warp the same issue
priority, and when the slow warps occupy the pipeline
resources (e.g., the issue and write slot), the ready fast
warps cannot leverage those resources for execution. As a
result, there is a small progress difference between fast and
slow warps within the same SM. We propose the fast-warp
aware scheduling policy (named as FWAS) that assigns fast
warps higher issue priority than slow warps to maximize
the progress difference between them. This explores the
unique opportunities to mitigate the IPC loss as follows:

(1) The fast warps have shorter execution time, thus the
RF resources allocated to these warps are able to
serve more warps during execution. This is effective
for kernels including a large number of blocks that
cannot be fully distributed to SMs at one time;

(2) The fast warps are able to start their off-chip memory
accesses earlier, which alleviates the memory conten-
tion under the round-robin policy and reduce the
pipeline stall time. This is effective for memory-
intensive benchmarks.

Fig. 6 explains the first opportunity in detail. Generally,
there are multiple blocks executing concurrently in an SM.
Fig. 6 shows an example SM with two blocks: block M and
block N, each block contains eight warps. The frequently
accessed registers (i.e., R0-R2) of all warps in block M (i.e.,
warp 0-7) are mapped to fast banks, so all warps belonging
to block M are fast warps. On the contrary, in block N, most
of their frequently accessed registers in warp 10-14 are
mapped to slow banks, thus these warps are considered as
slow warps. During program execution, FWAS prioritizes
fast warps and allows them to finish earlier. As a result,
warp 10-14 will left behind and become the bottleneck for
block N. When all warps in block M finish execution, the
new coming block within the same kernel will be assigned
to take the resources (e.g., warp slots, registers) just released
by block M. It also contains more fast warps (i.e., use those
fast banks) because its warps will be assigned the same
warp IDs as those warps in block M. On the other hand,
block N will not release its resource until all its slow warps
finish execution. As a result, the number of blocks that con-
tain a larger amount of fast warps increases (in other words,
fast banks are able to serve more warps) during the entire
kernel execution, leading to the IPC improvement.

In order to implement the FWAS policy, the fast warps
have to be identified at the issue stage. However, there is no
clear boundary between fast and slowwarps, because the fre-
quently accessed registers in a fewwarps are allocated to both
fast and slow banks under the default mapping mechanism,
e.g., the heavily used R0-R2 in warp9-warp10 in Fig. 6.

Although slowwarps also access fast banks, it is highly possi-
ble that an instruction with fast bank access belongs to a fast
warp. Instead of performing the accurate fast and slow warp
identification, we choose to simply give the instruction warp
that requires fast bank accesses higher issue priority. At the
decode stage, an instruction warp is marked as fast if it has
fast RF read/write. Note that onlywhen all its operands reads
are mapped to fast RF banks, an instruction warp is consid-
ered as possessing fast RF read. The one-bit fast/slow infor-
mation combined with the ready bit is sent to the selection
logic during the issue stage to perform the FWAS policy.

3.3.4 Hybrid RF Bank for Partially Active Warps

1) Observations on Partially Active Warps
In some GPGPUs benchmarks (e.g., NN), the block size is

even smaller than the warp width of 32 threads, and warps
do not contain enough active threads through the entire exe-
cution. Moreover, in benchmarks with heavy branch diver-
gence, warps usually include several inactive threads. Both
the two cases result in partially active warps, which will not
use all the 32 registers contained in a register vector. We fur-
ther find that a few register vectors usually have the fixed
registers utilized in a branch induced divergent warp. This
is because a divergent branch that is depending on the pro-
grammatic values (e.g., block ID, thread ID) always causes
the fixed threads in a warp active, and such programmatic-
value dependent branches occur quite frequently in
GPGPUs applications [34]. The partially utilized register
vector does not need to map to the pure fast RF bank that is
composed of fast sub-banks only. As long as its utilized
registers are allocated to fast sub-banks, the register access
operation latency can be constrained into one cycle.

2) The Idea of Hybrid RF Bank
In this study, we propose to build multiple hybrid RF

banks and harness the above unique characteristics in
GPGPUs benchmarks to further improve the performance.
Different from the RF-BRO technique that always combines
same-type sub-banks to organize a RF bank, each hybrid RF
bank consists of one fast and one slow sub-bank. It is particu-
larly used to hold register vectors with fixed registers active
in partially activewarps. Since only the fast sub-bank portion
is required to conduct the read/write operations, the hybrid
RF banks can be treated as fast banks, which increase the
total number of fast banks without sacrificing the RF fre-
quency and meanwhile, mitigating the IPC loss. The new
GPGPUs register architecture contains three types of RF
banks: pure fast, pure slow, and hybrid categories.

Note that aggressively increasing the hybrid RF size
reduces the pure fast RF size since the overall amount of sub-
banks remains the same. This may force some fully occupied
register vectors that are supposed to be mapped to pure fast
RF banks being re-directed to the hybrid banks and using
their slow-bank portion, thus, leading to the performance
degradation. Ideally, the size of hybrid RF should match the
total number of partially used register vectors. However,
that number varies significantly across benchmarks.

The programmatic-value dependent branches can be
detected at the compilation time using taint analysis [34].
We adopt this method to mark the special register vectors
that prefer hybrid RF. The register namespace is partitioned
into two sets of architectural register names representing
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the pure fast/slow and hybrid RF, respectively. The amount
of those two types of registers per thread will be sent to the
GPU during the kernel launch time, and meanwhile, the RF
banks are re-configured to match the resource requirements
on hybrid RF banks. To avoid the excessive hybrid RF
resources, the number of hybrid RF banks is equal to the
integer part of a product of the RF banks quantity (i.e., 16)
and the ratio of requested hybrid RF size to the overall
requested RF size. For benchmarks that have insufficient
threads to fill up a warp (this can be identified at the kernel
launch time), all slow sub-banks will be combined with the
fast ones when warps contain no more than 16 active
threads, therefore, all RF banks become fast.

3) The Implementation of Hybrid RF Bank
To implement the dynamic hybrid RF re-organization

under RF-BRO, we switch a certain number of sub-banks
from pure slow RF banks with those from pure fast RF
banks in the bank organization table during the kernel
launch time. For example, sub-bank 3 and 4 are exchanged
in Fig. 7 compared to that in Fig. 4, and build two hybrid RF
banks. Two bits are used in each table entry to record every
sub-bank’s speed information. In a branch induced diver-
gent warp, its register access time on the hybrid RF bank is
fast only when all its active threads use the first half regis-
ters in a register vector. We compact the active threads of
programmatic-value dependent branches into the left-most
portion during kernel launch time, so that they are mapped
to the fast sub-bank portion of the hybrid RF bank.

During the register access, Eq. (3) is applied separately for
pure RF and hybrid RF mapping. In the case that there are
insufficient hybrid RF banks, some hybrid RF IDs are re-
directed to pure RF banks, vice versa. A “read overflow” sig-
nal is enabled if the instruction’s source pure RF ID ismapped
to a hybrid RFbank at the register read stage. It is also asserted
when the active threads in divergent warps fail to compact
into the left-most portion. This means that the slow portion of
the hybrid RF bank has to be enabled. During a RF bank read,
the “read overflow” signal is ANDed with the output of an
OR operation on the speed information bits for that bank,
determining if a “busy” signal should be generated (shown in
Fig. 7). Moreover, the overflow signal is always asserted
when pure slow RF banks are accessed to ensure they have
enough time to finish the access operation. Similarly, a “write
overflow” signal is used for thewrite operation.

3.3.5 Putting All PV Mitigation Techniques Together

The idea of building hybrid RF banks to hold special register
vectors is orthogonal to the warp scheduling policy, we thus
propose to combine the two techniques in Sections 3.3.3 and
3.3.4 together based on VL-SB and RF-BRO, and maximize
both IPC and frequency optimization. Since hybrid RF bank

access just takes one cycle in majority of the time, instruction
warps contain hybrid RF access is simply treated as fast
warpwhen integratedwith the FWAS technique.

The combined PV mitigation technique induces a 16-
entry bank organization table, latches, and some simple
logic gates to control busy and overflow signals. Based on
our HSPICE simulation, these hardware extensions increase
the access latency by 0.00019 ns and area by 0.000691 mm2

under 32 nm technology, which are negligible compared
with the sizable RF.

4 MITIGATING THE NBTI IMPACT ON GPGPUS

REGISTER FILE

As introduced in Section 1, PV is a static impact on GPGPUs
register file access latency, while NBTI will gradually wear
out the transistors at runtime and cause a dynamic impact
on the access latency. It is critical to consider the aggregated
impact of PV and NBTI. In this section, we characterize and
mitigate the NBTI impact on GPGPUs register file based on
our PV mitigation techniques explored in Section 3.

4.1 The Impact of NBTI on GPGPUs Register File
under PV

We first model the NBTI degradation in Vth by calculating
the DVth as described in Eq. (2). We obtain the PMOS stress
cycles (tstress) and recovery cycles (trec) via the microachitec-
ture simulator (details about the simulator can be found in
Section 5), and insert them into Eqs. (1) and (2) to determine
the increase in Vth due to NBTI. According to the alpha
power law [37], transistor switching delay increases as Vth

increases. Thus we can model the NBTI impact as the
increase in the access delay.

Fig. 8 shows the aggregated effect of PV and NBTI on the
access latency of register file banks when running bench-
marks HS and LAVAMD, respectively, for several years
(e.g., 7 years). To well characterize the NBTI effect, the two
benchmarks’ execution are simulated on the same chip with
the same PV impact. Note that the bank ID in this figure is
the virtual ID under our PV mitigation techniques proposed
in Section 3, and banks are sorted based on their access
speed under PV only in descending order. The access
latency of each bank is normalized to the slowest bank in
the fast bank category under PV impact only (i.e., bank 10 in
Fig. 8), which also determines the chip frequency. The yel-
low line in the figure emphasizes this normalized latency,

Fig. 7. The implementation of virtually building hybrid RF banks based
on RF-BRO technique.

Fig. 8. Normalized access latency of each virtual register file bank under
PV and NBTI for (a) HS and (b) LAVAMD. The yellow line indicates the
normalized latency under PV impact only, called boundary.
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and we refer it as the boundary. Banks whose latency is
smaller than the boundary are classified as fast banks, and
those whose latency is larger are classified as slow banks.

As we expected, NBTI exacerbates the access latency of
each bank in Fig. 8. After 7 years, the latency of some banks
(e.g., banks 0, 1, 2, and 3) in both benchmarks is still far below
the boundary. However, the access latency of some fast banks
exceeds the boundary, such as the banks 7, 8, 9 and 10 in HS,
and banks 7 and 10 in LAVAMD. They downgrade to the
slow category if the same boundary applies. To ensure suffi-
cient fast banks, a guardband (i.e., frequency degradation) is
induced, which is determined by the slowest bank in the fast-
est 10 banks under the aggregated PV andNBTI effects.

Fig. 8 also shows the uneven utilizations across all the
register file banks, which implies that NBTI causes different
increase of the access latency to each bank. For example,
bank 7 is utilized heavilier than bank 8 and bank 9 in LAV-
AMD. Thus after 7 years, bank 7 becomes much slower than
bank 8 and bank 9 even though it was faster at the initial
stage before aging. This motivates us to heavily utilize the
banks far away from the boundary while reducing the stress
on banks that are close to the boundary. Therefore, the
guardband, i.e., the frequency degradation, can be well
shrinked to boost the overall performance.

The uneven utilization across the banks is caused by a
combined effect of several factors, such as the number of
concurrent blocks, the block size, the number of frequently
accessed registers and our proposed PV mitigation techni-
ques. Figs. 6 and 9 show two different cases. In Fig. 6, two
blocks execute concurrently in each streaming multiproces-
sor, and each block contains eight warps. Every warp has
three frequently accessed registers (R0-R2). In contrast,
there are five concurrent blocks in Fig. 9, and each block has
only four warps. The first five registers (R0-R4) in each
warp are frequently accessed.

For the case in Fig. 6, banks 2-7 are more heavily utilized
than other banks. The reason is twofold. (1) All warps in
block M are fast warps as discussed in Section 3.3.3, register
resources allocated to block M (i.e., the first eight entries of
each bank in Fig. 6) will be quickly released and re-assigned
to the new coming block under the impact of our proposed
FWAS technique. In other words, the first eight entries of
each bank are serving more blocks and used more heavily
than other entries. (2) Furthermore, when focusing on those
first 8 entires of all banks, banks 2-7 serve more frequently
accessed registers than other banks. E.g., bank 2 serves R2

for warp 0, R1 for warp 1 and R0 for warp 2, those three
registers are all frequently accessed while bank 0 only
serves one frequently accessed register, R0 for warp 0.

However, when the benchmark characteristics (e.g.,
number of concurrent blocks, the block size, and the fre-
quently accessed registers) change, the case is totally differ-
ent. For example, banks 3 and 4 instead of banks 2-7 are
most heavily utilized in Fig. 9. In this case, entries that
marked by the red dotted line in the figure will serve more
blocks under our FWAS technique, and banks 3 and 4 serve
more frequently accessed registers.

This observation indicates that we can design a mecha-
nism that considers the bank utilization differences to com-
bat the NBTI effect and shrink the required guardband.

4.2 Mitigating the NBTI Effect on GPGPUs Register
File under PV

4.2.1 The Block-Level RF Bank Renaming

In this section, we introduce a novel mechanism that
dynamically renames the RF banks required by each block
to mitigate the NBTI impact. This mechanism takes bench-
mark characteristics (e.g., number of concurrent blocks,
block size, and amount of frequently accessed registers) into
consideration, and balances the utilization across the regis-
ter banks based on their access latency under PV and NBTI
effects. Since the register file allocation and deallocation are
performed at the block level, we propose to rename the reg-
ister banks when the block is launched to the GPGPUs SM,
which provides a fine-grained and low-cost solution.

As we observed in Section 3.3.2, registers with small IDs
are always frequently accessed, it is safe to assume that
registers with smaller IDs are accessed more heavily than
those with larger IDs. A simple way to combat the aggre-
gated NBTI and PV effects is to map registers with smaller
IDs to the faster virtual banks. In other words, R0s from all
warps in a block will be mapped to the virtual bank 0 in our
bank organization table, R1s will be mapped to the virtual
bank 1, and so on so forth. This will require two-stage map-
ping: register-to-bank mapping so that the same-named
registers are mapped to the same bank; and the bank-to-
virtual-bank mapping so that the bank will be further
directed to certain virtual bank with appropriate access
delay. However, simply renaming all same-named registers
(e.g., R0s and R1s) within a block to the same bank causes
serious bank conflicts, as we discussed in Section 3.3.1. Our
bank renaming technique will adopt the default register-to-
bank mapping mechanism (as shown in Eq. (3)), and focus
on renaming the bank IDs obtained from Eq. (3) to the
appropriate virtual bank.

Considering that our bank renaming technique requires
the per bank access latency, a NBTI sensor is attached to
each RF sub-bank. The speed of a virtual bank is determined
by its slowest sub-bank. Based on the collected information,
the RF virtual banks are sorted from the fastest to the slow-
est. When a block is launching, we first check the R0 from
its last warp. By using the Eq. (3), we are able to find out
the corresponding bank, saying bank a, for this R0. Bank a

will then be renamed to the fastest virtual bank from the
bank category (either fast or slow bank category) it belongs
to. Similarly, the bank, saying bank b, that holds R1 from

Fig. 9. The unbalanced utilization across RF banks. R0-R4 are frequently
accessed registers. Bank 3 and 4 aremost utilized in this example.
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the last warp will be renamed to the fastest bank from the
remained unmapped virtual banks in the bank category
that bank b belongs to, and so on so forth. This is because
the bank that holds R0 from the last warp of a block tends to
hold the frequently accessed registers from other warps in
the same block, thus, most heavily utilized. Take Fig. 9 as an
example, when block P is coming, its last warp is warp15,
and bank 15 will hold R0 from warp15. As can be seen from
the figure, bank 15 also holds other frequently accessed
registers (i.e., R3 from warp12, R2 from warp13, and R1
from warp14). It implies that bank 15 will be most heavily
used for block P. Since bank 15 belongs to the slow bank cat-
egory, our technique will map bank 15 to the fastest bank
from that slow category, which is virtual bank 11 in our
bank organization table. Moreover, bank 0 holds R1 from
warp15 and it belongs to the fast bank category, therefore,
bank 0 should be mapped to the fastest available bank in
the fast category, which is virtual bank 0 in our bank organi-
zation table.

By doing this, the faster virtual banks from both fast
and slow categories will be more heavily used, reducing
the NBTI stress on banks whose access latency is close to
the boundary. Note that our mapping mechanism consid-
ers faster virtual banks from the fast and slow bank cate-
gories, respectively, it still maintains the benefit of our PV
mitigation techniques proposed in Section 3. One may
notice that our technique could map the frequently
accessed registers from different blocks to the same vir-
tual bank. This has little impact on the bank conflict
because warps from different blocks usually exhibit dif-
ferent execution progress and they are unlikely to access
the same bank simultaneously.

To implement our mapping technique, we attach a reg-
ister bank renaming table to each SM, as Fig. 10 shows.
Each row in this table contains the bank renaming infor-
mation for each block. All warps within the same block
follow the same renaming. The column in the table indi-
cates the virtual bank ID of the given bank ID. The block
ID and the bank ID obtained from Eq. (3) are used
together to find the corresponding virtual bank ID, which
will be used as the index to the bank organization table.
For example, one warp in block 2 is going to access bank
1 in Fig. 10. The corresponding virtual bank ID in the
bank renaming table is bank 6, which means bank 1 is
renamed as virtual bank 6 for this warp. Therefore, the
sixth entry in the bank organization table will be accessed
to finally retrieve the two physical sub-banks. The num-
ber of entries in our bank renaming table is determined
by the maximum number of concurrent blocks supported
by the SM (e.g., 8 blocks in our GPU configuration), and
the number of columns is determined by the number of
register banks (e.g., 16). Furthermore, each element in the
table is 4-bit long to keep the index of each virtual bank
ID. Thus the overall size of the bank renaming table is

only 64 B per SM, which is very small and its latency is
negligible based on our gate-level modeling.

4.2.2 The Kernel-Level RF Bank Re-Organization

Recall from Section 3, each virtual RF bank contains two
sub-banks with distinct access latency, and its speed is
determined by the slowest sub-bank. During the program
execution, the two sub-banks may have different utiliza-
tions and degrade differently due to partially active
warps described in Section 3.3.4. In other words, the
access latency to each virtual bank is varying all the time
which will affect its ranking in the bank reorganization
table. Therefore, the bank re-organization table has to
update periodically to ensure the correct ranking for our
renaming technique.

Since the bank re-organization technique explored
in Section 3.2.2. only considers the PV impact and is pre-
determined at the chip test time, in this subsection, we
dynamically re-organize the sub-banks to well capture the
aggregated impact of PV and NBTI on the access latency of
all the sub-banks. We propose to trigger the bank re-organi-
zation at each kernel launch time. This is because dynami-
cally re-organizing banks during the kernel execution (e.g.,
at the block allocation time) will cause the data remapping
problem for the active contents currently saved in the banks,
leading to large control overheads.

The implementation of this mechanism is quite simple: at
kernel launch time, the speed information of each sub-bank is
obtained and sorted. Every two continuous sub-banks in this
ranking will be virtually combined into one virtual RF bank,
and recorded in the bank organization table. For example,
when the sub-bank ranking is listed as sb5, sb3, sb28, sb0, . . . ,
sb5 and sb3 will be organized as virtual bank 0 and saved in
the first entry of the bank organization table, similarly, sb28
and sb0 are treated as virtual bank 1 and saved in the second
entry, etc. In thisway, the bank reorganization table is dynam-
ically adapted to the PV andNBTI effects.

4.2.3 The Combined PV and NBTI Mitigation

Technique

As can be seen, the above two NBTI techniques work at the
block level and kernel level, respectively. They can be com-
bined together, called NBTI optimization (NBTI-opt). NBTI-
opt further adds a 8-entry bank renaming table and simple
control logics. Based on our HSPICE simulation, these hard-
ware extensions increase the access latency by 0.00059 ns
and area by 0.002 mm2 under 32 nm technology. Since
NBTI-opt considers the bank speed variations under both
PV and NBTI effects, it can be combined with our PV miti-
gation techniques (named as PV-opt) naturally. We name
the combined PV and NBTI mitigation technique as PV-opt
+NBTI-opt. We also evaluate the power overhead of PV-opt
and NBTI-opt, which is only 1.02mW on average, which is
negligible. Note both the hybrid bank technique in Section
3.3.4 and the kernel-level re-organization in Section 4.2.2
dynamically form virtual banks at the kernel launch time.
When combined together, the kernel-level re-organization
will be triggered earlier to regroup the sub-banks with simi-
lar speed, and the hybrid banks are further built up based
on the new re-organization table.

Fig. 10. The implementation of dynamic register file bank renaming for
each block.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We use a cycle-accurate, open-source, and publicly avail-
able simulator GPGPU-Sim (v3.1.0) [26] to evaluate the IPC
optimization under our proposed methodologies. Note that
our 70 percent variable-latency technique causes the fre-
quency variations among SMs, we also model that SM level
frequency differences into the simulator. Our baseline
GPGPUs configuration models the Nvidia Fermi style archi-
tecture: the GPU contains 15 SMs; the warp size is 32; each
SM supports 1,536 threads and eight blocks at most; each
SM contains 128 KB registers, 16 KB L1 data cache, and
48 KB shared memory; L2 cache size is 768 KB; the sched-
uler applies the round robin among ready warps scheduling
policy. The experimental methodology to model the PV and
NBTI impacts have been introduced in Sections 3.1 and 4.1,
respectively. We collect a large set of GPGPU workloads
from Nvidia CUDA SDK [5], Rodinia [6], and Parboil [7].
The benchmarks show significant diversity according to
their kernel characteristics, divergence, memory access pat-
terns, and so on.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 IPC Improvement

6.1.1 Evaluation of VL-SB with RF-BRO

To evaluate the effectiveness of variable-latency sub-banks
with register file bank reorganization (RF-BRO), we compare
it with the VL-RF technique explored by Liang and Brooks
[21]. Fig. 11 shows the IPC of the investigated benchmarks
when those two PV mitigation techniques are enabled. The
results are normalized to the baseline case without any opti-
mization (i.e., frequency is determined by the slowest critical
path). As discussed in Section 3.3.1, bank0-bank10 are
always fast while bank11-bank15 are always slow in all chips
under RF-BRO. The IPC results are identical for all chips and
only one chip’s IPC results for RF-BRO based techniques are
shown in Fig. 11. The averaged IPC results across all 100
chips are shown for 70 percent VL-RF technique. In the base-
line case, all registers have one-cycle access latency, and it
has the same IPC as the ideal case without PV. As it shows,
when compared with the VL-RF mechanism, VL-SB+RF-
BRO successfully reduces the IPC loss from 23 to 9 percent
on average across all the benchmarks since it re-organizes
sub-banks to deliver a considerable amount of fast RF banks.
While VL-RF focuses at a quite fine-grain register level classi-
fication, making it impossible to apply the RF-BRO for fast
RF bank reorganization and almost all the register vectors
accesses take two cycles.

Interestingly, the IPCs of benchmark NW under both VL-
RF and VL-SB+RF-BRO are already approaching to 1. This

is because NW includes very few threads, and there are
insufficient warps running concurrently in the SM to even
hide the stalls for true data dependencies between consecu-
tive instructions from a single warp (in absence of the long
memory operations). As a result, the extra register access
time is well absorbed by those stall cycles, and has little
impact on IPC. On the other hand, the IPC decreases consid-
erably in several computation intensive benchmarks under
VL-SB+RF-BRO, because there are few stall cycles helping
to hide long RF access delay. For instance, the IPC reduction
is 18 percent in benchmark LavaMD that makes SM active
80 percent of the total execution time.

6.1.2 Evaluation of FWAS

Fig. 11 also presents the normalized IPC results when the
fast-warp aware scheduling policy is enabled. We compare
FWAS with the fast-bank aware register mapping (named
as FBA-RM) discussed in Section 3.3.2. Recently, a two-level
scheduling policy has been proposed to boost performance
[8]. This policy splits warps into groups and execute groups
in different paces, which alleviate the memory contentions.
We thus introduce the two-level policy into VL-SB+RF-BRO
and compare it with our proposed FWAS policy. As shown
in Fig. 11, all the three techniques are able to mitigate the
IPC reduction compared to VL-SB+RF-BRO technique: the
IPC losses under FBA-RM, two-level, and FWAS are 7, 5,
and 1 percent, respectively.

The effectiveness of FBA-RM is highly related to the reg-
ister utilization. For instance, NN uses less than 10 percent
of the register file through the entire execution. The fast RF
banks are far enough to support the requirement. Moreover,
since extremely few registers are utilized per warp in NN,
pushing them to the fast banks negligibility increases the
bank conflicts. As a result, the IPC loss of NN decreases
from 11 percent under VL-SB+RF-BRO to only 4 percent
under FBA-RM. Note that VL-SB+RF-BRO applies the
default register mapping mechanism, the slow RF banks
have the same utilization as the fast ones no matter how
many registers are needed, leading to a considerable IPC
loss for NN. On the other hand, the performance penalty is
severely exacerbated when benchmarks need more register
resources. Take HotSpot as an example, it requires around
80 percent of the register file. When FBA-RM allocates the
frequently used registers to fast banks, the negative impact
caused by the increased bank conflicts outweighs the posi-
tive effect of the decreased slow banks accesses, and results
in 16 percent IPC degradation.

As Fig. 11 shows, the two-level technique integrated with
VL-SB+RF-BRO can effectively improve IPC on multiple
memory intensive benchmarks, such as 64H and ST3D, as it
decreases stall cycles caused by long-latency memory

Fig. 11. Normalized IPC results under variable-latency RF (70 percent VL-RF), our proposed variable-latency sub-banks and RF bank re-organization
(70 percent VL-SB+RF-BRO), fast-bank aware register mapping (FBA-RM), two-level scheduling, our proposed fast-warp aware scheduling, 70% VL-
SB + RF-BRO + FWAS + our hybrid banks (PV-opt), and PV-opt + our NBTI mitigation techniques (PV-opt+NBTI-opt). The results are normalized to
the baseline case without any optimization.
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operations. The group size is fixed (i.e., eight warps) in two-
level policy, and there are only eight warps, i.e., one group,
in most SMs when executing PNS. The inter-group level
scheduling in the two-level is inactive.

Similar to the two-level technique, FWAS shows the
strong capability to mitigate the IPC loss for memory-inten-
sive benchmarks. Moreover, FWAS does not have any con-
straint on warp grouping, and it successfully mitigates the
IPC loss of PNS to only 2 percent which is far better than
that under the two-level technique. On average across the
memory-intensive benchmarks (i.e., 64H, NW, PNS, and
ST3D), FWAS boosts the IPC to 105 percent when normal-
ized to the baseline case, which implies a 12 percent perfor-
mance improvement compared to VL-SB+RF-BRO.
Additionally, FWAS can effectively optimize IPC for com-
putation-intensive benchmarks, especially those including
numerous blocks, because it makes the fast RF banks to sup-
port warps at the most degree. For instance, it induces 8 per-
cent IPC gains for both HotSpot and LavaMD compared to
VL-SB+RF-BRO.

6.1.3 Evaluation of Hybrid Banks

We further evaluate the normalized IPC results when vir-
tually building hybrid RF banks at kernel launch time for
partially active warps, named as hybrid banks. The
results of building hybrid banks on top of all other pro-
posed PV mitigation techniques are presented in Fig. 11,
which is named as PV-opt. As expected, the hybrid tech-
nique can further improve IPC to even 1 percent higher
than baseline on average across all benchmarks. This is
because it directs the special register vectors in hybrid RF
banks whose slow portions are rarely utilized. For
instance, NN is a typical benchmark that each warp has
less than 16 active threads, its IPC result is the same as
the baseline case since each RF bank is treated as fast. In
addition, all divergent branches in BP are depending on
programmatic values, hence, most register vectors in
divergent warps are allocated to hybrid banks, which
helps to boost the IPC significantly.

6.1.4 Evaluation of NBTI Mitigation Techniques

Since the proposed NBTI optimizations, i.e., bank-level
renaming and kernel-level re-organization, are built on top
of the PV mitigation techniques, we further investigate the
IPC results of combining all NBTI and PV mitigation techni-
ques, named as PV-opt+NBTI+opt in Fig. 11. As can be
seen, PV-opt+NBTI-opt maintains the IPC improvement
achieved by the PV-opt since it adopts the same register
organization and scheduling policy proposed by the PV-
opt. The IPC results of some benchmarks (e.g., HotSpot and
SLA) under PV-opt+NBTI-opt are slightly lower than that
under PV-opt. This is because warps from different blocks
may access the same virtual bank under the bank renaming

technique, leading to a bank conflict. However, this inter-
block bank conflict occurs infrequently, and causes less than
1 percent performance loss as shown in Fig. 11.

6.2 Guadband Reduction

Fig. 12 shows the guardband requirement for each bench-
mark under PV-opt and PV-opt+NBTI-opt, respectively. All
results are normalized to the baseline guardband require-
ment without any PV or NBTI optimizations. On average,
PV-opt reduces the guardband requirement by 27 percent,
while PV-opt+NBTI-opt further substantially reduces it to
56 percent. This confirms that our proposed PV and NBTI
mitigation techniques effectively reduce the frequency loss
due to the hardware variability. One may notice that PV-opt
+NBTI-opt only reduces the guardband by 3 percent com-
pared with PV-opt for NW. This is because NW has
extremely low utilization on registers, and the NBTI impact
on NW is very small. In contrast, PV-opt+NBTI-opt achieves
38 percent guardband reduction on top of PV-opt for NN
because NN has quite unbalanced utilization across RF
banks, which are then well balanced by the NBTI mitigation
techniques in PV-opt+NBTI-opt.

6.3 Overall Performance Improvement

Fig. 13 compares the overall performance (IPC � frequency)
of each case, and each sub-figure presents the performance
distribution over the 100 investigated chips. The perfor-
mance of each chip is the average performance of all bench-
marks normalized to the ideal case without any PV and
NBTI impacts. As Fig. 13a shows, the mean performance of
the baseline case (i.e., the case with PV and NBTI impacts
but no optimization) is only 45 percent of the ideal case
without PV and NBTI. PV-opt significantly improves the
mean performance by 15 percent over the baseline case, as
shown in Fig. 13c. Our PV-opt achieves 12 percent higher
performance than 70 percent VL-RF (shown in Fig. 13b) due
to its substantial (i.e., 24 percent) IPC improvement. Our
PV-opt+NBTI-opt further improves the frequency by 7 per-
cent comparing to PV-opt with less than 1 percent IPC deg-
radation, and improves the overall mean performance by 22
percent comparing to the baseline case, as shown in
Fig. 13d.

Fig. 12. Normalized guardband under PV-opt and PV-opt+NBTI-opt.

Fig. 13. Overall performance (IPC�frequency) distribution for 100 chips
under (a) baseline, (b) 70 percent VL-RF, (c) PV-opt, and (d) PV-opt
+NBTI-opt. The performance of each chip is normalized to the chip with-
out PV and NBTI imapct.
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6.4 Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we further evaluate the effectiveness of our
proposed techniques when varying the random and system-
atic component ratios. Figs. 14a, 14b shows the averaged fre-
quency, the averaged overall performance and the standard
deviation under various srand : ssys scenarios. Both the fre-
quency and overall performance are normalized to the ideal
case without any PV or NBTI impacts. As it shows, the fre-
quency of PV-opt and PV-opt+NBTI-opt increases as the
systematic variations component increases. Under the sce-
nario of srand : ssys = 1:4, the frequency loss of PV-opt
+NBTI-opt is only 16 percent compared to the ideal case
without PV and NBTI impacts. This is because our tech-
nique is effective to leverage the systematic variations to
provide good frequency boosting. Fig. 14 also compares PV-
opt and PV-opt+NBTI-opt with baseline case without any
optimization, 70 percent VL-RF, and 70 percent VL-RV. As
it shows, the frequency of PV-opt and PV-opt+NBTI-opt is
better than 70 percent VL-RV under all three srand : ssys sce-
narios. This confirms that PV exhibits stronger systematic
effects in the vertical direction than that in the horizontal
direction. Also, the overall performances of both PV-opt
and PV-opt+NBTI-opt are better than all other three mecha-
nisms under the three srand : ssys scenarios. Especially, even
when systematic component has minimum impact on varia-
tions (i.e., srand : ssys = 4:1), PV-opt+NBTI-opt is still 13 per-
cent better than the baseline case due to its frequency
benefit, and 11 percent better than 70 percent VL-RF due to
its IPC benefit.

7 RELATED WORK

There have been several studies on analyzing and mitigat-
ing the PV impact on GPGPUs. For instance, Lee et al. [11]
observed the large frequency variations across SMs, and
proposed the PV mitigation techniques at the SM level that
running each SM at its maximum frequency independently
and disabling the slowest SM. Krimer et al. [14], [15] investi-
gated the timing errors under the impact of process varia-
tions, and proposed lane decoupling that enables each
SPMD lane to tolerate timing errors independently of other
adjacent lanes, therefore, boosting the GPGPUs throughput.
Our PV mitigation techniques are orthogonal to those previ-
ously proposed mechanisms.

Several techniques are proposed to mitigate the NBTI
impact in GPUs [37], [38], [39]. For example, Zhang et al.
[38] proposed to a two-level scheduler to mitigate the aging
effect in the warp scheduler of GPUs. Namaki-Shoushtari

et al. [39] proposed a novel register file allocation mecha-
nism to reduce the stress on GPGPUs RF. However they did
not consider the PV impact. Our block-level bank renaming
and kernel-level bank re-organization mitigate the NBTI
impact for GPGPUs under PV.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper aims to mitigate the susceptibility of GPGPUs
register file to PV and NBTI. For PV mitigation, we first pro-
pose to vertically divide RF banks into sub-banks, and
explore the variable-latency technique at sub-bank level to
perform the coarse-grain register classification which maxi-
mizes the frequency optimization. We then propose to re-
organize RF banks by virtually combining the same-type
sub-banks at the chip test time, leading to the fast and slow
RF bank categories. The IPC degrades when using the slow
RF banks during the kernel execution. Thus we further
explore two techniques that leverage the unique features in
GPGPUs application to mitigate the IPC loss: the FWAS
(fast-warp aware warp scheduling) technique helps to mini-
mize the use of slow RF banks; and the hybrid bank tech-
nique allocates the partially used register vectors into the
fast sub-bank portions of the virtually built hybrid RF banks
and eliminate the negative impact of their slow sub-bank
portions on performance. To further tolerate the NBTI deg-
radation, we dynamically rename the register banks during
the block launch time, which effectively migrates the NBTI
stress on banks near the frequency boundary to those that
are much far away to the boundary. We also re-organize the
RF banks at the kernel launch time to well capture the
aggregated PV and NBTI impact which keeps changing as
time goes by. Our PV and NBTI mitigation techniques
obtains 22 percent overall performance improvement com-
pared to the baseline case without any optimization.
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